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Abstract. Cloud computing is becoming increasingly popular and
prevalent in many domains. However, there is high variability in the pro-
gramming models, access methods, and operational aspects of different
clouds, diminishing the viability of cloud computing as a true utility. Our
ADAPAS project attempts to analyze the commonalities and differences
between cloud offerings with a view to determining the extent to which
they may be unified. We propose the concept of dynamic adapters sup-
ported by runtime systems for environment preconditioning, that help
facilitate cross platform deployment of cloud applications. This vision
paper outlines the issues involved, and presents preliminary ideas for
enhancing the executability of applications on different cloud platforms.

1 Introduction

The past few years have witnessed rapidly growing interest in cloud computing.
However, while instant, affordable, access to computing and data resources at
dynamically variable levels is valuable, usability of clouds for legacy applications
and software written in different programming models is low. Moreover, hetero-
geneity in cloud computing platforms often implies inflexibility in the ability
to switch between providers, e.g., executing the same application on Microsoft’s
Windows Azure [7], Google App Engine [18], Amazon EC2 [21], Open Cirrus [5],
etc is a formidable challenge.

In this paper we describe our proposed approach to enhance executability of
applications on a variety of platforms, in particular, on multiple current and
emerging clouds. We outline our project, titled Adaptive Application Platform
Executive System (ADAPAS) that proposes abstractions for the dynamic adapt-
ability of computing paradigms to specific resources. The goals of our project
are: (1) increasing flexibility in user’s choices with respect to target cloud plat-
forms, and (2) facilitating development of cloud-aware applications by unifying
interfaces and provisioning runtime support.

We believe that at least for certain classes of applications and target platforms,
defining a unified capability interface, and subsequent application-to-platform
mapping is possible, and that such flexibility will be of value. We note that the
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eventual goal of completely portable executabilitymay prove intractable, or at least
be susceptible to some performance degradation. Nevertheless, these efforts will
help evolve cloud computing frameworks, identify opportunities for unification,
and may result in minimizing the porting effort across cloud platforms.

2 Background and Context

The rapid growth of cloud computing and *aaS resources has been accompa-
nied by increased heterogeneity in platform types and resource access methods.
The vision of “computing as another utility” is subsequently both expanded
and diminished – the former as users scale out applications beyond on-premises
resources and the latter as they try to reconcile programming paradigms with
specific cloud facilities. Several projects have attempted to address these issues
in different ways.

In order to scale an application out, one method is to provide homogenization
at the access level and application paradigm level. There are several efforts to
approach access homogenization by formal and informal standardization efforts
such as Simple Cloud API [4], EUCALYPTUS [15], Nimbus [11], AppScale [8]. In
order to support homogenization at the paradigm level, (1) resource providers of-
fer specialized cloud services such as Amazon Elastic MapReduce [1], Tashi [13],
or (2) users may adapt an resource to a required specialization level via condition-
ing, i.e., installing relevant middleware layers, e.g., ElasticWolf [19], Unibus [20],
Nimbus [11].

Another aspect of application deployment is providing missing dependen-
cies. This may be achieved by providing environments with encapsulated ap-
plication’s dependencies, e.g., statically linked executables, creating application
bundles with all dependencies (PortableApps [2]), or preparing specialized im-
ages with preinstalled software dependencies (rPath, rBuild [3]). There are also
projects that, instead of the homogenization approach, propose new application
frameworks that provide their own programming models (e.g., CometCloud [12],
Aneka [22]). In our project, we propose a novel approach based on (1) the virtual-
ized execution model and (2) providing application’s dependencies via an adapter
layer.

3 Proposed Abstractions

As presented in Figure 1, ADAPAS aims to enhance the executability of applica-
tions to allow their execution on different back-ends, without the need for explicit
porting effort. Initially, we intend to concentrate on scientific applications at the
application side, and PaaS and IaaS cloud resources with primary focus on PaaS,
specifically the Azure platform and GAE, as back-ends. Our approach, however,
is intended to be applicable to any other classes of resources including grids
and multiple cloud offerings. In the following paragraphs, we present the initial
design of the ADAPAS framework.
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Fig. 1. The Adaptive Application Platform Executive System (ADAPAS) idea

3.1 ADAPAS Overview

Figure 2 depicts a system overview of ADAPAS. The core component of the
system is a Virtual Execution Platform (VEP). The VEP contains a context
layer that comprises contexts corresponding to execution environments for a
given application, e.g., the MPI context corresponds to MPI applications. In
order to execute an application, the VEP provides adapters on the application
side, and environment conditioners on the resource side to provide the required
matching.

3.2 Application Model

We assume that an application consists of one or more programs which are basic
execution units. For instance, an MPI application may consist of one program
that is instantiated in many copies. The user may have access to the applica-
tion’s source codes or/and precompiled binary files. The application may have
dependencies such as binary compatible specific software packages, preinstalled
runtimes, dynamically linked libraries, third-party services, etc. In the proposed
approach, applications should not require modifications at the source code level
in order to execute on specific computational back-ends. Initially, we focus on
scientific applications based on established programming paradigms (e.g. SPMD
message passing codes, parameter sweep applications, partitioned global address
space applications, and workflows) as well as selected libraries and frameworks
(e.g., MPICH2 [10], Co-Array Fortran [16], and HADOOP Map/Reduce [23]).

3.3 Resource Model

We model computational resources as resource chunks and computing chunks, as
shown in Figure 3. Resource chunks are the smallest resource allocation units
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Fig. 2. The ADAPAS system overview

that can be allocated to perform the user’s computational task on a given compu-
tational resource, e.g., cluster nodes on a local cluster, Amazon EC2 quad-core
instances, a pluglet container in H2O [14]. A computing chunk is the smallest
logical processing unit on the provided resource chunk that is capable of hosting
an execution unit. For instance, an executing program, manifested as a process
is a computing chunk in a typical timeshared Unix system. On Windows Azure,
a computing chunk is a role (worker or web) since a role has the capability to
run a program. Programs can be executed only if their dependencies can be ex-
pressed in terms of computing chunk capabilities, e.g., the x86 instruction set, a
mathematic library, a connection to a database, supported services, etc.

3.4 Application Execution Model

ADAPAS provides a toolkit, called a Virtual Execution Platform (VEP), to man-
age application execution. VEP provides a unified execution model, specialized
on-demand by dedicated and pluggable “execution contexts.” Contexts support
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Fig. 3. Resources, resource chunks, and computing chunks

the user with a familiar, specific application-oriented execution environment
(e.g., MPI, Map/Reduce, parameter sweep applications, workflow). Contexts
will be loaded for a single application run and unloaded when the execution
finishes.

The VEP is responsible for all execution stages: (1) obtaining an application
(source codes, or binaries) from the client site or a repository, (2) program com-
pilation against target-specific back-end resources (if application source codes
are available), (3) resource chunk allocation to enable instantiation of comput-
ing chunks, (4) preparing and adaptation of the appropriate libraries required by
the program to execute on a particular computing chunk, (5) staging-in the pro-
gram with all adapted dependencies to the computing chunks, (6) coordinating
all programs in order to execute the application, (7) presenting the application
status to the application’s current context, and (8) releasing resource chunks at
the end of execution.

4 ADAPAS Design Approach

Since the goal of ADAPAS is to enhance executability of any unmodified appli-
cation on any resource, the VEP needs to provide a unifying abstraction, capable
of expressing computing capabilities for any computational back-end. To address
this, we propose a Virtually Unified Capabilities (VUC) interface that will define
common capabilities needed to execute a program. Second, resource capabilities
need to meet program dependencies. We approach this through Dependency-
Capability objects (DC objects), adapter middleware (adapters), and the VEP
engine. The VEP engine will (1) identify program dependencies and discover
resource capabilities, and (2) match requested dependencies with offered capa-
bilities via the adapter and DC objects. Third, there is a need for mechanisms to
provide missing program dependencies on a computing chunk to enable program
execution. This is addressed by the VEP engine and DC objects with callbacks.
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Fig. 4. Virtually Unified Resource Interface

Fourth, is the matter of providing a familiar interface to the user. We address
this by proposing VEP-pluggable contexts that are specific for execution envi-
ronments (e.g., MPI, Hadoop). These aspects are explored below in more detail.

4.1 Virtually Unified Capabilities

VUC capabilities are divided into two interfaces: execution and storage. The ex-
ecution interface provides methods related to program execution: (1) sending
an execution bundle to an assigned computing chunk, (2) starting the program,
and (3) monitoring program execution. The execution bundle (bundle) is a com-
plete set of files that are necessary and sufficient to execute the program: binary
files and program dependencies. Storage interface methods are related to data
management: staging-in and retrieving data.
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As shown in Figure 4, VUC interfaces are built upon the coordination layer
(coordinator). The coordinator is responsible for four coordination tasks: (1) re-
source chunk allocation, (2) assigning computing chunks to resource chunks, (3)
releasing resource chunks, and (4) managing data transfer routes. For instance,
in order to utilize computational power in a more efficient manner, the coordina-
tor may assign four computing chunks to a quad-core CPU resource chunk. To
improve network bandwidth, the coordinator may create a resource-local cache
to reduce data transfer over the Internet. The coordinator may also aggregate
different resources in order to (1) enhance offered capabilities (e.g., combining
computing and storage resources to obtain computing and storage interfaces), or
(2) provide specific features (e.g., fault-tolerant mechanisms, addressing security
issues).

4.2 Dependency-Capability Objects

In order to enable the execution of a program, all program dependencies needs
to be met on a target computing chunk. In a few cases the only dependency is
a binary-compatible program executable. Usually, the program requires a mid-
dleware layer that allows the program to run on selected resources. Typically, a
resource can be specialized to a required specialization level by soft conditioning
(installing missing software dependencies). For a new class of resources such as
*aaS, a resource specialization process needs to be augmented; we intend to do
this via dependency-capability objects (DC objects).

Fig. 5. DC objects create the adapter middleware

DC objects can be characterized as software functions or transformations that
utilize underlying capabilities in order to provide new, more abstract capabilities
that will satisfy program dependencies. Every DC object also has its own well
defined dependencies as well as capabilities it offers, as presented in Figure 5. A
DC object can invoke chunk capabilities, or other DC object capabilities.

We envision that DC objects may be stateful and semantically-aware. For in-
stance, a DC object implementing the file interface may need to store handles
to files as well as the file content. A semantically-aware DC object will be able
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to parse the passed parameters and accordingly specialize the invocation. For
instance, if a program attempts to connect to a specific port, a DC object imple-
menting the “connect” operation may infer that, in fact, the program requires a
connection to a database. The connect operation may involve a series of opera-
tions such as re-routing the connection, connecting to a database, or translating
queries (if the query is incompatible with the queried database), etc.

4.3 Adapters

We use adapters to address the problem of missing dependencies on a particular
computing chunk for a specific application. The adapter, dynamically created or
downloaded from a repository by the VEP, serves as a situation-specific middle-
ware layer between application requirements, and a concrete computing chunk.
In order to start an application program, the VEP will dynamically create the
relevant adapter, attach it to the program bundle and deploy the bundle on a
computing chunk.

We implement adapters as libraries containing DC objects that will provide
functionally equivalent replacements invoked by original programs. Programs
can be distributed as dynamically linked executable files or source codes. In the
latter case, equivalent function replacement can be directly incorporated to the
programs via static linking at the build stage. From a practical point of view,
there are a few options to investigate on how to apply an adapter to a program.
Static linking is the easiest method to “inject” dependencies into the program
executables. Providing dynamic libraries may be possible by the DLL injection
technique (LD PRELOAD, LD LIBRARY PATH, ld.so.conf, *.local, etc). When
appropriate, interception of system calls can be employed (e.g., UMview [9],
ptrace [17], process monitors).

4.4 Contexts

Contexts are user interfaces to applications executed by the ADAPAS. They
will support particular execution environments rather than a particular program.
Technically, contexts may be implemented as VEP plugins that are automatically
loaded for a particular application run. An example scenario of a context usage
is presented below:

user@comp> vep target=azure app=npb.tar.gz ctx=mpi

VEP 1.0

mpi context loaded

vep:mpi ctx>>> mpiexec -np 16 MG.B.16 > results.out

In the scenario above, the user starts the VEP and specifies, as input param-
eters, a target platform, an application to run, and an execution context. Next,
the VEP loads the application to be executed, and also the specified execution
context. This enables the user to interact with the application execution environ-
ment in a familiar manner. In the presented scenario, the context provides the
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mpiexec command that executes the MG benchmark [6]. The context command
cooperates with the VEP in order to transparently compile and start a program
and deliver output results. ADAPAS plans to provide a several standard contexts
such as MPI, Map/Reduce, etc.

5 Summary

Cloud computing has been under a growing spotlight as a viable solution for pro-
viding a flexible, on-demand computing infrastructure. We propose an adaptive
virtual platform to enable “completely portable executability” across different
applications programming paradigms and resources, specifically cloud computa-
tional back-ends. We approach this by proposing the Virtual Execution Platform
that will provide mechanisms to automatically and dynamically adapt program-
ming paradigms to resources or resources to programming paradigms. We also
propose the Virtually Unified Capabilities interface that will facilitate develop-
ment of cloud-aware applications and interoperability across platforms.
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